December 14, 2021
Joint Committee on Telecommunications, Utilities and Energy
Hon. Mike Barrett
Senate Chair
Mike.Barrett@masenate.gov
Hon. Marc Pacheco
Senate Vice Chair
Marc.Pacheco@masenate.gov
Hon. Jeffrey Roy, House Chair
Jeffrey.Roy@mahouse.gov
Hon. Paul Mark
House Vice Chair
Paul.Mark@mahouse.gov
Magda Garncara
magdalena.garncarz@mahouse.gov
Sam Anderson
samuel.anderson@masenate.gov
Re: Testimony on:
H. 3346 and S. 2174: Oppose
H. 4404: Oppose
Dear Chairs Barrett and Roy and Vice Chairs Pacheco and Mark,
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Save the Pine Barrens, Inc. (STPB) is a statewide alliance of groups and individuals whose
mission is to protect, preserve and steward the globally rare Pine Barrens ecosystem in
Southeastern Massachusetts. Our region is ground zero for destructive, ground mounted
industrial solar generating and battery storage that is disguised as “clean energy.” The state’s
current energy policy and subsidy programs must be drastically revised before new legislation is
passed.
H. 3346 and S. 2174 and H. 4404 are disguised as climate saviors when in fact they
ensure the continued degradation of the environment. Should they pass as written, they will
contribute to making our part of Planet Earth increasingly unlivable: with these proposed solar
bills we are killing the planet in an effort to save it. We urge you to reject proposed legislation
unless and until the state can ensure that solar programs will not further destroy forests,
waterways, property values, farmland and our Indigenous cultural heritage.
Our previous testimony was submitted on July 28, 2021 urged the same.
Negative impacts of ground mounted solar in Massachusetts
STPB is a public interest, non-profit network of groups and individuals seeking to
preserve, protect and steward our unique and finite land and water resources. We work
statewide to promote real climate solutions like protecting our forests and soils for carbon
sequestration, energy conservation and reducing consumption and for properly sited solar and
battery storage..
STPB’s members include voters in Southeastern Massachusetts. This underserved part
of the state – the interior towns like Carver, Wareham, Rochester, Middleboro, Bridgewater
and Norton have often been ignored as a backwater of “swamps” and economically depressed
towns. With relatively large amounts of open space and strapped town budgets, our region is
ground-zero for what one leading cranberry grower has called “the solar predators” -- large
out-of-state corporations seeking to profit from the state’s SMART solar subsidies by exploiting
our farmland, including cranberry bogs and land designated as “Prime Farmland” on state and
federal soil maps. DOER’s siting regulations are irreversibly flawed and force taxpayers and
ratepayers to subsidize the destruction of our forests, waterways and communities.
Tragically, even though our region is perhaps the most biodiverse in the state, home to
the globally rare Pine Barrens, one of three on earth and has many environmental justice
communities, our region is being destroyed by the state’s solar program and policies
implemented through EEA and DOER. It is subsidizing strip mining, deforestation and dual use
programs.
A few examples of the state’s solar policy gone wrong are shown in our recent videos
documenting solar destruction:
Wareham, What Have We Done
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Destruction of Pine Barrens ecosystems caused by strip mining, cranberry bogs, and industrial
solar
The Mass Audubon and Clark University study shows that over 4,000 acres of
Massachusetts forests have been lost to solar development and another 150,000 acres are
threatened. While more affluent municipalities have managed to enact zoning bylaws that help
protect their communities, real estate values and forests many in the Southeastern part of the
state have not. As a result, we are targeted by reckless solar development. This has happened
under EEA’s watch – it should have less power over solar siting, not more.
Borrego Solar Systems, Inc. testified in support of solar deployment at the December 7,
2021 hearing. This company is responsible for the egregious destruction of vast areas of pristine
Pine Barrens forest, biodiversity and Native American cultural sites in Southeastern
Massachusetts. Photographic evidence is shown below.
We stand in solidarity with urban environmental justice communities bearing the cost of
air pollution from the burning of fossil fuels in vehicles. Our rural and semi-rural communities
cannot, however, continue to be exploited in the current manner to build large industrial solar
projects. The Town of Wareham, for example, already has 19 ground mounted solar projects
and is facing an onslaught of 1,400 more acres.
The proposed legislation will further destroy Massachusetts’ environment
We listened with interest to the testimony at the December 7, 2021 on the solar bills to
the Joint Committee on Telecommunications, Utilities and Energy. Many witnesses testified
about the impediments to putting solar on rooftops, parking lots and the built environment. On
the other hand, Massachusetts’ energy programs have given carte blanche to big, out-of-state
industrial energy corporations like NextSun, NextEra, Borrego Solar and many more to destroy
our forests, water and farmlands with massive ground mounted solar projects – some up to 120
acres – that clear-cut forests, destroy soils, biodiversity and cultural sites – while at the same
time the average homeowner or small business that wants to properly site solar on rooftops or
the built environments is faced with apparently impenetrable barriers. This is the reverse of
what Massachusetts’ solar policy should be.
Opposition to House 4404 designating “solar opportunity zones”
This bill authorizes EEA to designate “solar opportunity zones”. This threatens to amplify
the poor solar siting policies and programs in place at EEA via the Department of Energy
Resources. DOER has failed miserably in crafting solar siting regulations and guidelines that
protect our water and forests. The solar projects shown in our videos are approved DOER
projects. This clearly shows that EEA and DOER should not be in the land use planning businessit lacks the experience and expertise. House 4404 gives them the authority to tell local
communities what to do with their land.
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House 4404 undermines Massachusetts’ 400-year history of local home rule as well as
Indigenous land sovereignty. Local communities and our Indigenous community members are
on the front lines of protecting Massachusetts’ environment and cultural heritage from
destruction. Under the Zoning Enabling Act and general home rule powers municipalities have
the right to make their own land use decisions. Our communities, not EEA, should be the ones
to decide whether they want to sacrifice their forests and waters for the state’s Climate
Roadmap (a false solution to the climate crisis because it sacrifices carbon-sequestering forests
and soils for an unachievable “net zero” by 2050 goal
Opposition to H. 3346 and S. 2174
We agree that agricultural and recreational land should not be used for large industrial
solar but we oppose granting DOER the power to swap land under a “no net loss” theory. This
is unworkable and unenforceable. It is tantamount to the flawed concept of “offsets” and
basically a climate fraud. Ecosystems destroyed in one place cannot be “replaced” in another
place. Science shows us that. Massachusetts’ history with no let loss of wetlands has been
unsuccessful and violations are rife. Why would we want to sacrifice our unique, last remaining
areas of biodiversity or recreational land for private corporate profits to site solar?
Summary
With the state’s climate plan calling for another 2 gigawatts of solar our communities
are alarmed. We will not stand by while our forests and farmland are sacrificed under energy
policies that simply have it backwards: does clear-cutting a forest for a “green” solar project
really help the climate? We urge you to eject the above-referenced bills that will make our
planet unlivable.
Please reject the greenwashing of ground-mounted industrial solar and battery projects
by companies like Borrego Solar, Eversource, Blue Wave Solar and the other solar developers
that are destroying our forests, communities and waterways in the name of doing good for the
climate. Electricity from large, industrial ground mounted solar that destroys forests and
farmland is not clean, not green and a false solution to the climate emergency.
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Would like to schedule a meeting with your Committee so that you can hear from your
constituents directly about this issue. Please call me at 508-259-9154 or email me at
environmentwatchsoutheasternma@gmail.com
Sincerely,
Meg Sheehan
Meg Sheehan
Coordinator
Save the Pine Barrens, Inc.
508-259-9154
environmentwatchsoutheasternma@gmail.com
Cc: Sierra Club, Massachusetts Chapter
Attachments:
PFPI report
Photographs of the destruction of globally rare Pine Barrens ecosystems in Southeastern
Massachusetts for ground mounted solar
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Borrego Solar and AD Makepeace strip mine for sand and now 50 acre solar with sand mining
expanding.
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Borrego Solar/AD Makepeace 50 acre
project – clear-cut and strip mine of Pine
Barrens, Carver MA, Photo Summer 2021

Borrego Solar/AD Makepeace –
clear-cut and strip mine of Pine
Barrens, c. 2016 to present: 80
acre site Carver (top left), 25
acre site (bottom left) and 50
acre site (right) Wareham
c. 2012 to present; solar
projects ongoing and
expanding here. Image c. 2018
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